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The evolution potential estimation of news events can support the decision making of both corporations and
governments. For example, a corporation could timely manage its crisis public relations if a negative news
event about this corporation is known with large evolution potential in advance. However, existing state-of-
the-art methods are mainly based on time series historical data, which are not suitable for the news events
with limited historical data and bursty property. In this paper, we propose a purely content-based method
to estimate the evolution potential of the news events. The proposed method considers a news event at a
given time point as a system composed of different keywords, and the uncertainty of this system is defined
and measured as the semantic uncertainty of this news event. At the same time, an uncertainty space
is constructed with two extreme states: the most uncertain state and the most certain state. We believe
that the semantic uncertainty has correlation with the content evolution of the news events, so it can be
used to estimate the evolution potential of the news events. In order to verify the proposed method, we
present detailed experiment setups and results measuring the correlation of the semantic uncertainty with
the content change of news events using collected news events data. The results show that the correlation
does exist and is stronger than the correlation of value from the time-series based method with the content
change. Therefore, we can use the semantic uncertainty to estimate the evolution potential of news events.
Categories and Subject Descriptors: H.3.1 [Information Storage and Retrieval]: Content Analysis and
Indexing; I.2.7 [Natural Language Processing]: Text analysis; I.5.4 [Applications]: Text processing
General Terms: ALGORITHMS, HUMAN FACTORS, EXPERIMENTATION
Additional Key Words and Phrases: Information Search and Retrieval, Text Mining, Natural Language
Processing, News Event, Semantic Analysis
1. INTRODUCTION
The definition of an event in WordNet1 is that “something that happens at a given place
and time”. In this paper, the events refer to the news stories, and their occurrences will
trigger the reports from journalists or news websites and discussions or comments of
people. We call this kind of events as ‘news events’ [Xuan et al. 2015], such as MH370
1https://wordnet.princeton.edu/
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missing. A news event2 normally has many factors: when, who, what, where [Yuan
et al. 2013], which are very important for the event detection. However, we focus on
the content evolution of news events that are known in advance in this paper. So the
above factors are not considered in this paper except the webpages.
Normally, the content of a news event, which is expressed by its webpages (e.g. re-
ports of journalists and discussions of peoples), will change with time due to its evolu-
tion. For example, after the occurrence of the event MH370 missing, there were plenty
of webpages that talked about it and the main discussions were about the Aviation
Accident. Later, the people’s attention had been paid on the The Captain Hijacking.
This change of people’s focus and evolution of a news story are both reflected by the
change of content of the webpages of this news event. The problem is how to estimate
the content change potential of a news event in the future.
The ability to estimate this content change potential of news events can be used in
a variety of settings. For example, 1) prompt crisis public relation management for
the corporation [Hennig-Thurau et al. 2003; Michelle L. Roehm 2006]. If it is known
that the event Coco-cola Contains Chlorine will be paid a lot of attention and with
large discussions tomorrow, the Coco-cola Corporation could manage its crisis public
relation in time to minimize its economic losses and brand reputation damage; 2) The
policy-making of the relevant departments of governments. Among a large number of
news events on the web in each day, the events with large evolution potential could
be recommended to the relevant departments which could pay more attention to and
timely response to them. If a news event about food security has the potential to arouse
much attention of people tomorrow, the relative department should response to it as
soon as possible in order to reduce the public fear.
When aiming to esimate a variable, it is natural to use the temporal history of this
variable [Cho and Garcia-Molina 2003]. The Auto Regressive Moving Average (ARMA)
model [Brockwell and Davis 2009] would be the most classical tool for this kind of
problem. For our purpose, the variable is the change of news events’ content, so the
straightforward idea is to utilize the temporal patterns of this change to estimate the
evolution potential of a news event. However, this straightforward idea suffers from
some problems: 1) it cannot handle the dynamic nature of news events, especially with
burst property3 [Barabasi 2011; Kumar et al. 2003]; 2) the content of news events are
overlooked.
In this paper, we propose a purely content-based method to estimate the content
change potential of news events. A hypothesis that the further content change of a
news event is correlated with its current semantic uncertainty (that will be introduced
later with more details) is put forward and verified. This hypothesis is the basis of
the proposed content-based method. We start by mining a keyword association link
network (EKLN) from the webpages to semantically represent the content of a news
event at each time point (e.g. a day in this paper). The semantic uncertainty, which
is a measurement of the evolution potential of a news event at current time point, is
defined and computed through the complex network structure analysis of the EKLN
using Information Entropy. In order to verify the correlation hypothesis, we estimate
the content change potentials of 99 news events (with about 609,000 webpages) at each
time point in their corresponding life circles by computing the semantic uncertainties
based on the content of these news events. At the same time, the real content changes
2Since the content part of news events are with consideration, each news event can be seen as a topic and
different aspects/sub-events could be seen as subtopics. So we do not distinguish the ‘news event’ with ‘topic’
in this paper.
3The ‘bursty’ of a news event here is in terms of the sudden change of simple statistics of this news event,
such as webpage number.
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between each consecutive time point pair is evaluated by a graph similarity algorithm
as the benchmark. Finally, the correlation between semantic uncertainties and real
content changes is obtained. This experiment shows that the correlation between the
values by semantic uncertainty and the values of real change does exist. Besides, we
also compare the proposed method with time series models in terms of the correlation
through replacing the semantic uncertainties by the generated values from time series
models. Experiments show that the values from the proposed method is more correlat-
ed with the real content changes of news events than the values from the time series
models. It means that the proposed method is better than time-series-based models on
the task of estimating the evolution potential.
The main contributions of this paper are as follows:
(1) An Event Keyword Link Network is mined from the webpages of a news event at a
time point, which could capture the semantics of this news event at this time point
and then make it computable;
(2) The semantic uncertainty of news event is introduced, formally defined and eval-
uated through the complex network structure analysis of the Event Keyword Link
Network;
(3) The correlation between the semantic uncertainty and the content change of news
events is verified through the real-world news event data.
The rest of this paper is structured as follows. In Section 2, we review related work.
Basic definitions and the problem of this work are given in Section 3. The uncertainty
of news events and proposed idea to estimate the content change potential are dis-
cussed in Section 4. A set of experiments are conducted in Section 5 and Section 6
concludes this study and discuses some future works.
2. RELATED WORK
Most related research works of this paper belong to the one topic of Information Re-
trieval area: Topic Detection and Tracking (TDT) [Allan et al. 1998; Hong et al. 2011a].
The basic tasks of TDT are: 1) to detect the appearances of new topics from the corpus
and 2) to track the detected topics from the document stream. When the documen-
t corpus is about news webpages, the topics are also be named as news events. In
this section, we categorize these works as three classes according the tasks: detection,
tracking and prediction.
According to [Allan et al. 1998], event detection is the problem of identifying sto-
ries in a news stream. Several clustering algorithms are adopted to resolve this issue,
like matrix factorization [Vaca et al. 2014], topic models [He et al. 2010] and non-
homogeneous Poisson process [Huang et al. 2014]. It is interesting that Hassan et
al [Sayyadi and Raschid 2013] has transformed the clustering to a community detec-
tion problem using a co-occurrence keyword graph to represent texts. Due to the great
pervasive usage and real-time nature [Sakaki et al. 2010] of the social network, it be-
comes the best or comes one of the best disseminate and discuss news. The detection
methods have been proposed based on the social network, but the different factors are
considered, like geographic information [Yuan et al. 2013], named entities in the texts
[Vavliakis et al. 2013], word clusters in the texts [Pervin et al. 2013], users’ anomaly
behaviours [Takahashi et al. 2014]. A keyword network is adopted by [Zhou and Chen
2014] that is similar to our method, but they only use the community detection on
the constructed keyword network to detect events. It is interesting that click-through
data [Zhao et al. 2006] is also used for the event detection. Our work is to do the fur-
ther uncertainty analysis about the network to predict the content change/evolution
of news events. The basic research objective of these state-of-the-art works is different
from proposed method. In this paper, we assume that the events are known in advance
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and we have already obtained the webpages about these events. All these work can be
considered as the pre-processing procedure for obtaining events.
With the detected topics in hand, the further task is the tracking: how the topics
evolve with time. This task is to depict the evolution graph or to discover the evolving
patterns for the topics to assist people to understand these topics by the visualization
methods. When constructing the evolution graph, the most important part is to define
the relations between two temporal topics, such as the cosine similarity and Kullback-
Leibler divergence [Mei and Zhai 2005] between the word vectors, the citation relation
between member documents [Jo et al. 2011] and a relevance [Ha-Thuc et al. 2009].
When tracking topics, some side information is also incorporated, such as the social
community evolution [Lin et al. 2010]. Similar with the topic evolution graph, the doc-
ument dependent graph is constructed by the temporal dependency relations between
documents for the better understand of a corpus [Shaparenko and Joachims 2007].
When mining the evolving patterns, researchers focus on discovering the interest tem-
poral patterns of topics, like ‘heartbeat’-like pattern [Leskovec et al. 2009]. In [Kamath
et al. 2013], not only the temporal patterns but also the spatial patterns are studied.
Mining the interest patterns from massive temporal topic data, the methods mainly
belong to time series clustering problem [Yang and Leskovec 2011]. To sum up, both
evolution graph mining and evolving pattern mining are based on the existing data,
and there is no prediction involved despite they are very useful for people to under-
stand a corpus or evolution of topics. However, the proposed method in this paper is to
predict the content change of topics in the future not to mine the evolution graph or
pattern.
Based on the models with or without the Markov assumption, we category the exsit-
ing topic evolution study into two kinds: the first kind is with Markov assumption,
like the Dynamic Topic Model [Blei and Lafferty 2006]. More examples are based on
the ‘Google Trends’, some research work tries to predict the possible future events
[Cho and Varian 2009], and the communities of blogspace are considered as topics
and their temporal dynamics are also detected as the topic evolution analysis [Kumar
et al. 2003]. On the contrary, Continuous Time Dynamic Topic Models [Wang et al.
2012b] is a non-Markov method that detects the temporal patterns of each topic by
adding another time variable. Some researches have also considered the human fac-
tor, like sentiments [Wang et al. 2013] and smartphone locations[Kelly et al. 2013].
These state-of-the-art works have been certified to be successful in both theory and
practical applications, such as where a real-world task to track volume of terms is
realized [Hong et al. 2011b]. However, their representation of a web event is mainly
based on keyword vectors. Actually, there is more information hidden in the webpages
[Wang et al. 2007] of web events and there is a better way to preserve their semantics
[Wang et al. 2006]. At the same time, they all rely on time series data. If there is only
limited data, the prediction no longer works.
The prediction is apparently the most significant and difficult part in topic evolution
analysis. It is just the research area that this paper belongs to. There are two main
strategies for the prediction: one is based on causality relation and the other is based
on correlation. The world knowledge ontologies mined from Linked Data4 are used
as source to learn the event causality relations for predicting the forthcoming events
[Radinsky and Horvitz 2013; Radinsky and Bennett 2013; Do et al. 2011]. Some social
manners, which is a kind of causality relation learnt from a document stream, are
used to predict the topic distribution of new documents[Wang et al. 2012a]. These
methods are strongly rely on the background knowledge about the events so that the
causality relations mined from it will be acceptable enough. The aim of them is to
4http://linkeddata.org/
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Table I: Notations in this paper
Symbol meaning in this paper
e a news event
t a time point
Ket word set of news event e at time t
Ret word relation set of news event e at time t
Ωet event word link network of news event e at time t
Uet semantic uncertainty of event e at time t
wk weight of kth word
wk,t weight of kth word at time t
wp a webpage
Kwp all words of a webpage
∆t,t+1 the content change of an event between time t and t+ 1
predict the forthcoming events by current events, which is different from the aim of
this paper that is to predict the content change of a single event. Besides, there is
little content analysis about the events involved in these methods, but our proposed
method is purely based on the content analysis. Similar content-based prediction is
adopted by [Radinsky and Bennett 2013] for webpage content change prediction not for
news event content change prediction. Another widely adopted method is correlation
analysis. For example, the correlation between volume of queries and the economic
activity is used for predicting the subsequent data releases [Cho and Varian 2009].
The persistence of topics and the resonance of the content are correlated [Asur et al.
2011]. The correlation between financial event and micro-blogging activity is used for
predict the stock prices [Ruiz et al. 2012]. The proposed method in this paper is similar
to this kind of work but with different research aims: our method is using correlation
between the semantic uncertainty with the content change of a news event to predict
the future change of this news event.
These state-of-the-art works have been confirmed to be very successful in their own
research objectives: topic detection and tracking. For the prediction task, most of them
are based on the time-series data from which the evolutionary patterns are discovered.
These prediction models do not work well if only limited data is available, thus an
approach is needed that does not rely on the historical data but only relies on the
content of news events at a specific time.
3. DEFINITIONS AND PROBLEM FORMALIZATION
In this section, the basic concepts that will be used throughout this paper are defined,
and the ultimate goal of the paper is clearly stated. The notations are summarized in
Table. I.
Definition 3.1 (News Event e). A news event e is a unique thing that occurs at some
place and time, and attracts broad attention of journalists and people, which leads to
plenty of webpages emerging to report and discus it on the web.
Our definition is slightly different from the one in [Allan et al. 1998]. Here, we high-
light one point that there must be some webpages that emerge to report and discuss
them on the web. Only in this way can we analyze the news events through the analy-
sis of the content of their webpages. Note that the factors, i.e. time and location [Yuan
et al. 2013], are not mentioned in our definition because the news events used in this
paper are known in advance. Our goal is to do the content analysis and estimation






















Fig. 1: An example of an Event Keyword Link Network (EKLN, Ω) of a news event, Japan
Nuclear Leakage, on a given day. Each node of Ω represents a keyword of this news event, and
the edge represents the association relation between two linked keywords (numbers on edges
denote weights of relations). This EKLN will change along the evolution of this news event. Note
that this is a simple man-made example for illustration only, and the real EKLN will contain
more keywords and relations which can be automatically extracted from the webpages of this
news event.
of the content change potential rather than event detection, so there is no need to
explicitly provide these factors (they are considered as normal keywords here).
Since the webpages of a news event are unstructured data, we need a computable
representation to do the further content/semantics analysis.
Definition 3.2 (Event Keyword Link Network (EKLN) Ω). An Event Keyword link
Network of a news event e at time t, Ωet , is a representation of this event’s con-
tent/semantics at time t and composed of keywords and the association relations be-
tween these keywords, which can be formalized as,
Ωet = {Ket , Ret} (1)
where Ket is the keywords set of a news event e at time t with weights and Ret is
the relation set of e at time t with weights. The construction procedure is shown in
Algorithm 1 and an example is given in Fig. 1.
This representation model is based on our former work: Association Linked Net-
work (ALN) [Luo et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2014]. ALN is a resource association model
by a complex network structure [Zhang et al. 2014], which highlights the association
relations between various resources and exhibits efficient performances on various ap-
plications [Luo et al. 2011; Zhang et al. 2014]. For EKLN, the nodes are keywords of
a news event and the links are association relations between keywords. It should be
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Algorithm 1 EKLN Construction
Input: A set of webpages of a news event {e} at time point t
Output: EKLN Ωet
1: Extract keywords {Ket } from webpages by TF-IDF [Salton and Buckley 1988];
2: Extract the association rules {Ret} between keywords from webpages by Apriori
algorithm [Agrawal and Srikant 1994] using a webpage as a transaction;
3: Link the keywords {Ket } using their association rules {Ret} to form Ωet .
Algorithm 2 Content Change Evaluation
Input: Two EKLNs of a news event at time point t and t+ 1: Ωt and Ωt+1
Output: Content Change ∆t,t+1





















noted that EKLN is not just a simple combination of the keyword set and the asso-
ciation relation set; it is also a complex network which structure also has the ability
to preserve the content/semantics of news events. As a complex network, EKLN has a
bunch of network structures (e.g., small-world property [Zhang et al. 2014] and scale-
free property) that can also be used to express the semantics or properties of a news
event. These complex network structural properties cannot be directly observed from
the association relation set but very important for our later uncertainty definition and
evaluation.
There are indeed some alternatives for the representation of news events’ content.
One is Vector Space Model (VSM) [Salton et al. 1975] that represents a news event by
a keyword vector. Compared with VSM, EKLN can preserve more content/semantics
of news events. Another one is Web Ontology Language (OWL) [McGuinness et al.
2004] that represents a news event by some concepts and their concrete rich seman-
tic relations normally predefined by experts. Compared with OWL [Wang et al. 2006;
2005], EKLN can be automatically constructed [Xuan et al. 2011] with the sacrifice
of preserving less content/semantics of news events. For the news events on the we-
b, it is really hard to construct ontology for them by experts considering their large
scales and dynamic nature. Therefore, EKLN is an intermediate choice between the
content/semantics preserving and automatic construction.
Definition 3.3 (Evaluation Benchmark ∆). The Evaluation Benchmark ∆t,t+1 of a
news event e between time point t and t + 1 is a measure of the difference of a news
event’s content at two time points. Considering the news event representation, the
content change can be evaluated by the difference between two EKLNs at two time
points.
The difference between two EKLNs is due to the difference of nodes and/or edges,
which can be evaluated by graph matching algorithms [Gori et al. 2005; Zaslavskiy
et al. 2009]. The one used in this paper is Vector Similarity Algorithm [Papadimitriou
et al. 2010] as shown in Algorithm 2.
Definition 3.4 (Semantic Uncertainty U). The semantic uncertainty Uet of a news
event e at time t is a measure of the evolution potential at a time point t.










Fig. 2: The relations between Definitions in Section 3 and the illustration of the final aim of this
paper. Ωt is the EKLN of a news event at time t, and the Ut is the measurement of the semantic
uncertainty of this news event Ωt at time t. After the evolution, the news event has new state
Ωt+1, and there will be the content change ∆t,t+1 between Ωt and Ωt+1. The aim of this paper is
to estimate ∆t,t+1 by Ut using the correlation between ∆t,t+1 and Ut.
What the semantic uncertainty means and how to evaluate it will be introduced in
the following sections in detail.
The final aim of this paper is to use the current data of a news event to estimate its
probability of further content change, as shown in Fig. 2.
The assumption that there are only webpages about a news event at a time point
holds for two situations: 1) there is limited historical data about news events at the
initial stage and 2) the former temporal patterns cannot help to estimate the future
evolution because of the ‘burst’ property of news events. Both two situations provide
little information for future evolution potential estimation, and what we have is only
the webpages about a news event at a single time point.
We believe that the evolution potential of a news event is related to its current con-
tent. Our basic idea is to use the correlation between the semantic uncertainty of a
news event to estimate its probability of content change.
4. SEMANTIC UNCERTAINTY OF NEWS EVENTS AND ITS MEASUREMENT
In this section, we introduce and measure the semantic uncertainty of news events,
which, we believe, has correlation with the evolution potential of news events. At first,
we re-weight the keywords according to their statistical and structural properties in
the EKLN. Following that, we explain what the semantic uncertainty of news events
is and how to measure it.
4.1. Keyword Weights in EKLN
Since keywords are the basic atoms for expressing the semantics of a news event,
they are also the basis for the semantic uncertainty analysis for a news event. A better
weighting scheme will lead to more accurate semantic uncertainty analysis. Therefore,
we re-assign weights for keywords considering their ‘positions’ in a news event based
on the original keyword weights from Algorithm 1. As introduced in Section 3, a news
event at a given time is represented by an EKLN. The ‘position’ of a keyword in a news
event denotes its weight in an EKLN. Here, we introduce two properties of keywords





















Fig. 3: An illustration of the keyword semantic expressing power of Document Frequency (DF).
This EKLN has the same network structure with the one in Fig. 1, but the some semantics are









Fig. 4: An illustration of the keyword semantic expressing power of Network Structure (NS).
Similar with the one in Fig. 1, all the nodes/keywords here have the same DF values, but the
some semantics are apparently lost in this figure (the network structure is lost).
in an EKLN: statistical one and structural one, which will be used to re-assign the new
weights to keywords.
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Each node/keyword in an EKLN has a statistical property ‘Document Frequency’




1(k ∈ Kwp) (2)
where k denotes a keyword; wp denotes a webpage; Kwp is the keyword set of web-
page wp; and the indicator function 1(·) equals 1 if wp contains k; 0, otherwise. The
more frequently a keyword is mentioned in webpages of a news event, it is more likely
that this keyword is the main semantic of this news event. (Note that the stopwords
have already been removed.) For example, comparing Fig. 1, Fig. 3 loses some infor-
mation because all keywords have the same DF which is represented by the same size
of circles. We can easily identify that the keywords earthquake and evacuation are two
dominant keywords of this news event at this time from Fig. 1 compared with Fig. 3.
This information loss denotes the reduction of the semantic expressing power.
Another important property of nodes/keywords in an EKLN is ‘Network Structure’
(NS), which is an advantage of EKLN representation of news events comparing VSM
representation. Comparing the Fig. 1, we can see that there is no organization of n-
odes/keywords in Fig. 4. Some information, i.e. the relation between earthquake and
leakage, are lost, although the keywords have the same DF (sizes of circles) with the
ones in Fig. 1. In order to capture this property by the keyword weights, we select Net-
work Degree that is a basic metric for the nodes in a network. The Network Degree of





where k and k′ denote two keywords in Ω and neighbor(x, y) is equal to 1 if keyword x
and y are neighbors in Ω; 0, otherwise.
To sum up, the above discussions show that two different factors (Document Fre-
quency and Network Structure) could impact the weights of keywords in a news event
represented by the EKLN at a given time. Here, the following formula is taken to




















k is the sum of DFs of all keywords




k is the sum of Degrees of all keywords.
One doubt about the combination of DF and NS is that it will be meaningless if they
have strong correlation with each other. In order to clarify this doubt, we have evalu-
ated their correlations with real-world news event data. Their correlation coefficient is
around 0.2, so we believe their combination is meaningful.
4.2. Semantic Uncertainty of News Events
As illustrated by the Fig. 5 and definition of EKLN, we know that the whole con-
tent/semantic of a news event at a given time is composed and expressed by different
subtopics with their own semantics expressed by different keywords. The different key-
words or different weights of the keywords will lead to different states of a news event.
For example, assume that there are only two keywords used to describe a news event
Japan Nuclear Leakage: embassy and earthquake, and they have the same weights in
the EKLN of this news event. In fact, two keywords represent two subtopics of this
event: people evacuation of the embassy due to the nuclear radiation and the reason
and impact of this earthquake. When one subtopic has the dominate weight (i.e., the
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weight of embassy is larger than earthquake), people can easily know that the con-
tent/semantics of this event is mainly about the embassy; when they have the same
weight, it will be confusing for people which one is the dominate aspect of this event.
Here, a news event/EKLN can be considered as a system which is composed of key-
words and their association relations. Different from the uncertainty of physical sys-
tems, the uncertainty of the news event system is from the keywords (the basic se-
mantic atoms), so we call the uncertainty of news events as Semantic Uncertainty.
Entropy has been successfully used to measure the uncertainty of a complex system.
The entropy of the news event system is defined as,









where HΩ is the entropy value of Ω, |Ket | is the keyword number in Ω, and pk is the
proportion of keyword k’s weight to the sum of weights of all the keywords in Ω.
Through further analysis of the Eq. (5), we know that the EKLN entropy reaches its
maximum value log |Ket | (the news event will be most uncertain) when all the keywords
have the same weights,
p1 = p2 = · · · = pK (6)
Therefore, we define the EKLN that satisfies this condition as the most uncertain state
of a news event.
Definition 4.2 (The Most Uncertain State of News Event, Ω̃). The most uncertain s-
tate of a news event is the state that its all the keywords have the same weights in the
corresponding EKLN.
However, EKLN entropy can only define the upper bound of the uncertainty of a
news event at a given time. The value of the EKLN entropy could be infinitely close to
zero, with the difference between the weights of keywords increasing. To construct an
uncertainty state space for news events, an appropriate state should be selected as the
lower bound of the uncertainty of news events. Next, we will discuss the lower bound
of the uncertainty of news events based on power-law distribution.
The power-law distribution [Barabasi 2011][Adamic and Huberman 2000] has
proven to be a common phenomenon in many areas, which is generally represented
as,
f(x) ∝ x−α (7)
where x is the variable, f(x) is the function of x, and α is the parameter. This distri-
bution is similar with scale-free5 and Zipf ’s6, which all highlight that the the number
of large x is less than the small x. In order to check if a variable satisfies power-law
distribution, the log-log straight line fitting is normally adopted as
log(f(x)) ≈ −α log(x) + b (8)
5http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Scale-free network
6http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Zipf ’s law
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| log(f(x)) + α log(x)− b|√
1 + α2
(9)
Normally, when error is smaller than a given value, x is deemed as satisfying power-
law distribution. Here, we define a perfect power law distribution satisfaction in order
to make a difference with the traditional satisfaction of the power law distribution,
Definition 4.3 (Satisfaction of Perfect Power Law Distribution). If the log-log curve
of a distribution is and only is a rigid straight line (error = 0), this distribution is a
perfect power law distribution.
Since EKLN is a complex keyword network, the most certain state of EKLN could
refer to the most certain state of the complex network. So the problem is transferred
to what is the most certain state of a complex network. In this study, we assume that
EKLN has a tendency to reach power-law distribution, considering the social activi-
ty nature and the webpage corpus expression of news events. This assumption comes
from the following literatures: (i) G. Bianconi [Bianconi 2008] suggests that, “The ap-
pearance of the power-law degree distribution reflects the tendency of social, techno-
logical, and especially biological networks toward ‘ordering’. ” A news event is essen-
tially a social activity, so it may also have a tendency to be ‘ordering’. In other words,
EKLN as a representation of news events may also have a tendency to be power-law
distribution; (ii) at the same time, Zipf ’s law (another expression of the power-law dis-
tribution) is observed in many languages and corpora. Many researchers have tried
to explain the emergence of this phenomenon from different views [Piantadosi 2014].
Benoit Mandelbrot [Mandelbrot 1953] theoretically derives this distribution under the
condition that it wants to minimize the average cost per unit of information (indepen-
dent of languages). It means that when the keyword rank-weight distribution satisfies
the Zipf ’s law, people can take the least effort to understand the content/semantics of
a document corpus. For a news event, all the content/semantics are expressed by its
webpages, so the keyword rank-weight distribution may satisfy the Zipf ’s law when the
most certain state is reached. Note that there is no literature explicitly showing that
a news event has a tendency to satisfy the power-law distribution. However, we made
the above assumption based on the social activity nature and the webpage corpus ex-
pression of news events inspired by the existing literatures. Besides, this assumption
will be used as the basis for the definition of the most certain state of news events and
then used to measure the semantic uncertainty of the news event at a specific time.
The experimental results in Section 5 have also empirically supported this assump-
tion. We believe that this assumption could also be one contribution of this study.
The traditional ‘power-law distribution’ for a complex network [Barabási and Albert
1999] only considers the degrees of nodes in the network. But our power-law distribu-
tion of EKLN is the rank-weight distribution, which is
wk ∝ k−α (10)
where all keywords are ordered by their weights wk. According to the proposed as-
sumption, we define the most certain state of the news events as the one that the
keyword rank-weight distribution satisfies the perfect power-law distribution. Fig. 5
illustrates different degree of satisfaction of states of news events to the corresponding
most certain states. A real example of the rank-weight distribution and corresponding
fitting line is shown in Fig. 6.
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Fig. 5: The different satisfaction degrees of power-law distribution
Definition 4.4 (The Most Certain State of a News Event, Ω̂). The most certain state
of a news event is the state that the weights of all keywords in an EKLN satisfies the
perfect power-law distribution.
After two extreme uncertainty states of news events have been defined: an upper
bound from EKLN entropy and a lower bound from perfect power law distribution, a
space of uncertainty states of a news events is fixed. Any news event at any time point
will have its semantic uncertainty state within this space. Furthermore, the space of
different news events or a news event at different time stamps will be different. For
example, the most uncertain state has a relation with the number of keywords of a
news event at a given time by the Eq. (5).
Following the discussion and definition of the semantic uncertainty, we next focus
on the evaluation of the semantic uncertainty value. The semantic uncertainty space,
bounded by the two extreme states: the most uncertain and certain states, has been
constructed. Each news event at any time point has a corresponding state within this
space. Referencing the defined two limited states, we evaluate the value of semantic
uncertainty by the distances of current state to the limited states. So, the computation













where |Ket | is the number of keywords in current EKLN and HΩ̃t is the EKLN entropy
of the most uncertain state. |H
Ω̃t
− HΩt | is the distance from the current state to the




is the distance from the current state to the most cer-
tain state. To sum up, the computation of Semantic Uncertainty is given in Algorithm
3.













Raw Log−log curve of rank−weight distribution
Fig. 6: A real example of the keyword rank-weight curve and its corresponding power-law fitting
line. (News Event: Fukushima explosions; Date: Mar. 14, 2011; 1300 keywords)
Algorithm 3 Semantic Uncertainty Computation
Input: EKLN
Output: Semantic Uncertainty, U
1: Compute the keywords’ weights {wk} according to Eq. (4);
2: Rank all the keywords by weight descending order to obtain the {wk} distribution
curve;
3: Do the straight line fitting to the {wk} distribution curve, and then get the param-
eters α and b;
4: Compute HΩt by Eq. (5);
5: Compute U by Eq. (11).
The Semantic Uncertainty is the measurement of the evolution potential of the news
events. The larger the Semantic Uncertainty at time t is (i.e., the value of U is big),
the more significantly the news event will evolve (i.e., the value of ∆t,t+1 is big). Our
evolution potential estimation is just based on the correlation between the Semantic
Uncertainty and the Content Change of news events. In the following section, we certi-
fy the correlation between the Semantic Uncertainty and the Content Change of news
events through the collected real-world news events data.
5. EVALUATION AND DISCUSSION
In this section, we firstly introduce the dataset used in this paper. The second part is
to describe the experiment setup for verifying the correlation between the semantic
uncertainty of news events and their content change, followed by the discussions of
the correlation results. Finally, comparative experiments are conducted to show the
efficiency of the proposed method.
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5.1. DataSet Collection
The webpages of news events used in this paper were collected from Google7. The
collection procedure is as follows:
(1) Select a news event e, e.g. MH370 missing;
(2) Identify the first day ts of this news event as the start time point by algorithm [Jin
et al. 2010] with extra human involvement, and the end time is set as te = ts + 60
except there is no webpages returned before this day;
(3) Start at t = ts;
(4) Put the name of a news event e and the day t into the search engines;
(5) Rank all the returned webpages by relevance;
(6) Download webpages as much as possible;
(7) Redo Step (4) with t = t+ 1; Until t = te.
We selected 99 hot events in China from March 2011 to May 2012 shown in Baidu
News (http://news.baidu.com/)8, because we started the data collection from May 2012.
One selection criteria is that the event must last more than 10 days. This duration
criterion is used to ensure that there are enough user discussions and reports on these
events.
Note that the performance of EKLN depends on the effectiveness of extracted key-
words although keyword extraction is not the contribution of this work. The EKLN
is constructed as the semantic representation for a given news event. Therefore, it is
naturally expected that all the keywords exist to express certain semantics of news
events rather than ‘noise’ words, because the keywords (i.e., nodes in EKLN) are the
basic semantic atoms. However, these keywords are from the webpages which are writ-
ten using the natural language, so there must be some noise words within these web-
pages too. For example, some words, such as ‘though’, ‘but’ and ‘am’, are used only for
the natural language expression but not for the event semantic expression. The main
objective of keyword extraction algorithm is to filter out these words.
The EKLN has a capability to reduce the influence from the noise words from key-
word extraction to the uncertainty computation to some extent. This capability is from
the association relations between words. Some nodes may be the noise words from key-
word extraction step but they normally have seldom association relations with other
meaningful words, so these words will be posited at the edge of network and then their
influences will be small to the uncertainty computation.
TF-IDF, as a renowned keyword extraction algorithm, could remove the words with
too large document frequency, but it is sensitive to the collection of webpages because
it is based on statistics. While removing the meaningless words (i.e., ‘is’ and ‘but’), TF-
IDF may remove some important words which are also with large document frequency.
The accurate filtering of these words with large document frequency is very important,
because the remaining ones will be at important positions (i.e., with large degree) in
the EKLN. The words with small document frequency will tend to be posited at the
edge of EKLN. The influence of the missing or redundant of words with large document
frequency is significantly greater than the missing or redundant of words with small
document frequency to an EKLN and then to the uncertainty computation of news
events. Therefore, for EKLN, a perfect keyword extraction algorithm should accurately
remove the meaningless ones but keep the meaningful ones especially for the words
with relatively large document frequency.
7www.google.com.hk
8Baidu News is only used to select the names of hot web events, but their webpages are downloaded using
Google.
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AvgDayNum of a WebEvent 40
Data Source http://www.google.com.hk
Ωt1 Ωt2 Ωt3 Ωt4
Ut1 Ut2 Ut3
∆t1,t2 ∆t2,t3 ∆t3,t4
Fig. 7: An illustration example of the experiment setup. Suppose a news event has webpages
at four time points. 1) firstly construct EKLN at each time point; 2) compute the semantic un-
certainty at each time point; 3) evaluate the real content change between each consecutive time
pair; 4) finally the correlation between U and ∆ is evaluated.
The webpages of each news event were downloaded and preprocessed, including
word segmentation, stopword removal, POS tagging, keyword extraction and the asso-
ciation relations of keywords mining. Some statistics are shown in Table II. The names
of these news events are listed in Table IV of Appendix.
5.2. Experiment Setup
With the collected news event dataset in hand, we design a method to evaluate the
correlation between the Semantic Uncertainty and the Content Change in this section.
The experiment setup is designed as: Considering a news event e with only two
time points, we compute U1 based on its EKLN Ωe1 at the first time point. At the same
time, we evaluate the Content Change ∆1,2 between this event at first and second
time points. The value of ∆1,2 is used as a benchmark here, because it is computed by
the real data. Then, we can evaluate the correlation between U1 and ∆1,2. The strong
correlation means that U1 can be used to estimate ∆1,2. An illustration example is
shown in Fig. 7.




2, . . . ,Ω
e
T >
Following that, a content change benchmark for this news event e is obtained by eval-
uating the Content Change
−→
∆ for each consecutive time point pair,
−→
∆ =< ∆1,2,∆2,3, . . . ,∆T−1,T > (12)
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Table III: Statistics of all events between Semantic Uncertainty and Content Change in Fig. 9.
≥ 0 ≥ 0.3 ≥ 0.5
Number 92 67 40
Percentage 92.93% 67.68% 40.40%
With the benchmark in hand, we can evaluate the correlation. The Semantic Uncer-
tainty
−→
U at each time point (except the last time point) is computed,
−→





∆ are vectors with T-1 dimensions. Finally, we can compute
their correlation by Pearson Correlation Coefficient (coco) and the equation is,
coco =
∑T−1
t=1 (Ut − U)(∆t −∆)√∑T−1




where ∆ is the mean of
−→
∆ and U is the mean of
−→
U . Then, for each news event, we can
obtain a Correlation Coefficient.
It will be a little confusing that if we have the data about a news event at each time
point, why cannot we just use the Algorithm 2 to evaluate the Content Change ∆t,t+1
and then the Semantic Uncertainty is useless? The reason is that in the real-world
application setting, we do not have the future data Ωet+1. What we have is only the
data at current time, so we only have Ωet . At this situation, we can only obtain the
Semantic Uncertainty based on Ωet but cannot obtain ∆t,t+1.
In the experiment, what we want to obtain is the correlation between the Semantic
Uncertainty and the Content Change. Although the whole life cycle of each news event
has already been collected as data, the computation of Semantic Uncertainty only uses
the data at one time point. The Content Changes ∆t,t+1 evaluated from the data of
news event are used as benchmark for comparison.
5.3. Experimental Results
Six news events are shown in Fig. 8 as examples. Each subfigure denotes a news event
in which the x-axis denotes time points (day) and the y-axis denotes the value of Con-
tent Change and Semantic Uncertainty. There are two curves in each subfigure: the
red (dash) curve denotes Content Change benchmark in Eq. (12) and the blue curve
denotes the Semantic Uncertainties in Eq. (13). The correlation coefficient is labeled
on the top of each subfigure. Since the different news events may have different life
cycles, the length of x-axis of all subfigures are different.
The experimental results on all the news events are shown in Fig. 9, and the s-
tatistics related to Fig. 9 are shown in TABLE III. In Fig. 9, there are two subfigures:
the top one shows the correlation coefficients of all the news events and the bottom one
shows the p-values of corresponding correlation coefficients. It should be noted that the
ordering of news event IDs in two subfigures are the same. P-value9 is used to show
the significance of the correlation coefficients. The smaller (often ≤ 0.05) the p-value
is, the more significant the corresponding correlation coefficient is and the more confi-
dence of the correlation conclusion. The average of correlation coefficients is 0.3870. It
can be seen that the percentage of the number of news events ≥ 0.3 from FI is 67.68%,
which can be compared with the random value 35% (a random value of [−1, 1] that is
9http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/P-value
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Fig. 8: The value of Semantic Uncertainty and Content Change of six selected news events on
each day. The x-axis denotes the Time/Day ID. The p-values of all these news events are smaller
than 0.05.
bigger than or equal to 0.3). Similarly, the percentage of the number of ≥ 0.5 from FI is
40.40%, which can be compared with the random value 25% (a random value of [−1, 1]
that is bigger than or equal to 0.5). These comparisons show the non-random property
of the value of Semantic Uncertainty U . We can draw the conclusion that there does
exist the correlation between the Semantic Uncertainty and Content Change of news
events.
More interestingly, we have found that the p-values of the big correlation coefficients
are normally statistically significant (smaller than 0.05), but the ones of the small cor-
relation coefficients are not (larger than 0.05). There are 32 news events with statisti-
cally insignificant p-values and three of them with correlation values larger than 0.5,
while there are 67 news events with statistically significant p-values and four of them
with correlation values smaller than 0.5. Based on these correlations, we can draw t-
wo conclusions with the results in Fig. 9 in hand: 1) It is sure that the values from our
proposed method have significant correlation with the benchmark on the events (with
high correlations and significant p-values in Fig. 9); 2) It is not sure that the values
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Fig. 9: Correlation Coefficients of Semantic Uncertainty with Content Change of all the news
events. The top subfigure: the x-axis is the news event IDs (the order has no meaning), and the
y-axis is the correlation coefficient of CR with FI of a given news event. The bottom subfigure:
the x-axis is also the news event IDs (the order is same with the top subfigure), and the y-axis
is the p-values of the corresponding Correlation Coefficients in the top subfigure.
from our proposed method have a correlation with the benchmark on the events (with
small correlations and insignificant p-values in Fig. 9). See the second conclusion a-
gain. We cannot draw the conclusion like this: the values from our proposed method
do not have significant correlation with the benchmark on the events (with small cor-
relations and insignificant p-values in Fig. 9), because the p-value is not significant for
these events. From conclusion 1), the remaining news events with large correlations
support our idea. From conclusion 2), we know that the events with small correlations
are not against our idea.
However, the correlation is not very strong, because the evolution of news events
may be also influenced by other factors, i.e., the social environment, which is not dis-
cussed in this paper. Social environment here denotes the former events in the same
environment (i.e., a country) with the current event. To explore the influence of the so-
cial environment, we manually select two groups of news events: one with news events
that are strongly influenced by the social environment and the other with news events
that are weakly influenced by the social environment. If the correlation coefficients of
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Fig. 10: Two group of news events with different influences from social environment: the left
subfigure shows news events with strong influence from social environment and the right sub-
figure shows news events with weak influence from social environment. The x-axis denotes the
news event IDs. The red (wide) bars denote the correlation coefficients with big p-values (bigger
than 0.05), and the blue (narrow) bars denote the correlation coefficients with small p-values
(smaller than 0.05).
the first group are lower than those of the second group, it means that the reason why
the overall correlation coefficients are relative on some news events is due to the influ-
ence of the social environment. In Fig. 10, the values of the correlation coefficients of
two groups are shown; the left subfigure of Fig. 10 is for the first group (under strong
influence of the social environment) and the right subfigure of Fig. 10 is for the sec-
ond group (under weak influence of the social environment). It is clear that the first
group has small values of correlation coefficients. The evolutions of the news events in
this group are influenced ont only by the semantic uncertainty but also significantly
by their social environments. By contrast, the second group has very high correlation
coefficient values (average 0.5366), which means that the intervention of the social en-
vironment is too small to influence the evolution of news events comparing to semantic
uncertainty. It is interesting that we have found that the p-values of the correlation
coefficients of the second group are small (smaller than 0.05) except the news event
95 (its p-value is 0.08 and also the smallest correlation coefficient in this group), but
the p-values of the correlation coefficients of the first group are not smaller than 0.05.
It means that the correlation coefficients of the second group is more significant and
confident than the ones of the first group. Therefore, we can draw the conclusion that
there does exist strong correlation between the Semantic Uncertainty and Content
Change of news events, irrespective of the influence of social environment.
5.4. Comparative Experiment
In order to show the efficiency of the proposed method, we do an experiment to compare
the performances of our method with a time series-based method and a regression
method. Here, AutoRegressive Moving Average model (ARMA)10, which is one of the
most basic and important models for time-series analysis, is adopted, This model can
10http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Autoregressive%E2%80%93moving-average model
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Fig. 11: Correlation Coefficients of Semantic Uncertainty with Content Change and predication
by ARMA and GP with Content Change of all the news events. The x-axis denotes the news
event IDs. The y-axis denotes the correlation coefficient.
be formalized as,







where p and q are orders, ε is white noise and θ and ϕ are the parameters. More details
can be found in [Brockwell and Davis 2009]. The implementation in Matlab is adopted
here.
Another comparative method is Gaussian Process (GP) regression model [Williams
and Rasmussen 2006],
f = GP (mf,Σf ) (16)
where f is a function, mf is a mean function, and Σf is a kernel function. GP is re-
ported as a state-of-the-art regression model in machine learning area. The different
selections of mean and kernel functions will have different hyper-parameters. Here, we
use a linear mean function and Matern covariance function. The more details can be
found in [Williams and Rasmussen 2006]. Its implementation11 is used in this paper.
For a news event e, ARMA and GP estimate its content change,
< ∆(Ωe1,Ω
e





estimate−−−−−−−−→ ∆(Ωet ,Ωet+1) (17)
Comparing the proposed method, ARMA and GP need the former change time-series
information [1, t] but the proposed method is only based on data at one former time t.
The results are shown in Fig. 11 and Fig. 12.
The Fig. 11 shows the final correlations between the content changes/evolutions of
99 news events with the generated scores by the proposed method, ARMA, and GP.
The red bars are from the proposed method (same with Fig. 9), the blue ones are from
ARMA, and the green ones are from GP. We can see that the ratio of (positive and high)
correlations from proposed method is bigger than the one from ARMA and GP. We also
compare the p-values of these correlations, as shown in Fig. 12. The three pies denote
11http://www.gaussianprocess.org/gpml/code/matlab/doc/












Fig. 12: Correlation Coefficients with p-values from three methods: Semantic Uncertainty, AR-
MA, and GP. The left pie chart is from Semantic Uncertainty; the middle one is from ARMA; the
right one is from GP. In each pie chart, the blue area denotes the percentage of news events with
correlation bigger than 0.5 and p-values smaller than 0.05; the green area denotes the percent-
age of news events with correlation bigger than 0.3 and p-values smaller than 0.05; the yellow
area is the rest.
the results of three methods. In each pie chart, the blue area denotes the percentage
of news events with correlation bigger than 0.5 and p-values smaller than 0.05; the
green area denotes the percentage of news events with correlation bigger than 0.3 and
p-values smaller than 0.05; the yellow area is the rest. It is apparent that the results
from the proposed method achieve the best results. Consider the situation that the big
correlations with statistically significant p-values and the small correlations also with
statistically significant p-values. It means that both the big and small correlations
have big confidences. Then, we cannot draw the conclusion that the generated score by
the proposed method has correlation with the change/evolution of news events in this
situation. However, it can also see from Fig. 12 that the small correlations tend to have
statistically insignificant p-values from the proposed methods. It means that the big
correlations with statistically significant p-values have big confidence and the small
correlations with statistically insignificant p-values have small confidence. Therefore,
we can say that the generated score by the proposed method has correlation with the
change/evolution of news events.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE STUDY
In this paper, we have defined the semantic uncertainty of news events and correlated
it with the content change/evolution of these news events for the evolution potential
estimation. The proposed method is a purely content-based method that resolves the
issues of traditional time-series-based methods, i.e., limited historical data situation
and the ‘burst’ property of the news events. The experimental results demonstrate
that there does exist the correlation with the semantic uncertainty and the content
evolution of news events. Furthermore, the comparative experiment with two classi-
cal time-series methods shows that the correlation between the semantic uncertainty
with the content evolution is higher than the one between the generated value from
the time-series method with the content evolution. Therefore, we can draw the fol-
lowing conclusions that: 1) there is correlation between the semantic uncertainty and
the content change of news events; 2) using the semantic uncertainty to estimate the
future content evolution potential of news events has better performance than time-
series-based methods, i.e, ARMA and GP regression.
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In the future, we will try to collect more news event data from different areas and
countries to compare the proposed method within different domains. The influence of
the social environment will also be an interesting research point. Another theoretical
research will be the explanation of the relations between the parameters of the ‘perfect
power law distribution’ of the EKLN with the evolution of news events.
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Table IV: News events in Dateset
(The names are translated from their corresponding English names.)
No. Name No. Name
1 Libya Unrest 51 living cost ranking
2 shouting font 52 LinShuHao best players
3 Shuanghui Clenbuterol 53 the US degree factories
4 Nuclear radiation panic buying 54 extracting live bear bile for medicine
5 Apple iPad2 55 Ipad trademark Weiguan
6 reserve ratio increase 56 Vanke formaldehyde exceeds bid
7 Zhangziyi Micrioblog 57 Laser correction sequelae
8 Supermoon 58 Express real-name
9 housing prices control target 59 Sanya cheating customer
10 Cosmetic raising prices 60 maldives coup
11 The international oil prices climb 61 Technology male female editor
12 Nuclear Radiation iodide pills 62 Angang spray explosion accidents
13 Fukushima explosions 63 Nanjing Nagoya break off
14 Hainan offshore duty-free 64 Syria conflict
15 food crisis 65 Girl disfigure case
16 Yaojiaxin 66 Hebei chemical plant explosion
17 Graveyard prices rose 67 BaiJing stabbed to death
18 ’two-child’ policy 68 Occupation Obama
19 delay retirement 69 Ipad trademark case
20 individual income tax threshold 70 Screw you tumor ruler
21 tainted steamed 71 Political Exam -1 score
22 Mengniu poisoning 72 Ipad3 publish
23 Vegetables price farmer 73 Girl Men’s occupation
24 illegal food additives 74 Fangzhouzi Hanhan
25 World Earth Day 75 Relatives speech outline
26 flooded coal mine in Guizhou 76 Master’s urban management
27 Apple Google tracking 77 National football team Jordan
28 power shortage 78 Adel captured
29 Forbes list’s Chinese 79 workwoman leftovers fire
30 USA tornado 80 Film bureau fares
31 high-speed rail accident 81 recreational activities public funds
32 Elope microblog 82 relationship America north Korea
33 City life quality rankings 83 Jordan litigation
34 Shanxi leader PS 84 Push-ups death
35 Icel Volcanic Eruption 85 chief daughter dazzle rich
36 Taiwan plasticizer 86 Guojingming Forbes
37 Chilean volcano eruption 87 aboned baby safety isl
38 News of the World hacking 88 Air quality new national stard
39 Rice additives 89 Arab spring
40 Tsinghua university named 90 Hainan underground bank
41 Pork price 91 Baojie layoffs
42 The Red Cross GuoMeiMei 92 City water price
43 Da Vinci fraud 93 Shengda Literature IPO
44 Dalian petrochemical fire 94 Employment policy Account
45 Gansu school bus accident 95 LinZuLuan home village
46 Kim jong il’s death 96 Russia’s vote
47 Taobao mall Tmall 97 Political consultative conference
48 FengFeiFei lung cancer 98 National People’s Congress
49 Whitney died 99 Congo serial explosion
50 grammy Adele
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